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Bestselling author Sophie Littlefield delivers a riveting, ripped-from-the-headlines story about a family put
to the ultimate test when two men take them hostage inside their homeJen Glass has worked hard to achieve
the ideal life: a successful career, a beautiful home in an affluent suburb of Minneapolis, a seemingly perfect
family. But inside the Glass house, everything is spinning out of Jen's control. Her marriage to her husband,
Ted, is on the brink of collapse; her fifteen-year-old daughter grows more distant each day; and her five-
year-old son barely speaks a word. Jen is on the verge of breaking, but nothing could have prepared her for
what is to come…On an evening that was supposed to be like any other, two men force their way into the
Glasses' home, but what begins as a common robbery takes an even more terrifying turn. Held hostage in the
basement for more than forty-eight hours, Jen and Ted must put aside their differences if they have any hope
of survival. They will stop at nothing to keep their family safe—even if it means risking their own lives. A
taut and emotional tale of a family brought together by extraordinary forces, House of Glass is a harrowing
exploration of the lengths a mother will go to protect her children, and the power of tragedy to teach us what
truly matters. Previously Published.
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From reader reviews:

Timothy Parker:

The book House of Glass gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You should use to make
your capable more increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting strain or having big problem
with your subject. If you can make reading through a book House of Glass to be your habit, you can get more
advantages, like add your personal capable, increase your knowledge about some or all subjects. You are
able to know everything if you like available and read a reserve House of Glass. Kinds of book are several. It
means that, science publication or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you think about this e-book?

Wanda Davis:

This House of Glass tend to be reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The key
reason why of this House of Glass can be on the list of great books you must have is usually giving you more
than just simple reading through food but feed a person with information that maybe will shock your earlier
knowledge. This book is definitely handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions
throughout the e-book and printed people. Beside that this House of Glass forcing you to have an enormous
of experience such as rich vocabulary, giving you test of critical thinking that could it useful in your day
pastime. So , let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

Benjamin Williams:

Reading a reserve can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
consequently. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a publication will give you a lot
of new facts. When you read a publication you will get new information since book is one of a number of
ways to share the information or even their idea. Second, looking at a book will make an individual more
imaginative. When you examining a book especially hype book the author will bring you to definitely
imagine the story how the people do it anything. Third, you are able to share your knowledge to other
individuals. When you read this House of Glass, you can tells your family, friends in addition to soon about
yours reserve. Your knowledge can inspire others, make them reading a reserve.

Courtney Osteen:

House of Glass can be one of your basic books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away
because this guide has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in vocab, easy to understand, bit
entertaining however delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her effort to get every word
into pleasure arrangement in writing House of Glass but doesn't forget the main level, giving the reader the
hottest as well as based confirm resource information that maybe you can be one among it. This great
information can easily drawn you into new stage of crucial considering.
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